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The opposite of vertical, something horizontal is arranged sideways, like a person lying down. Occupying or restricted to
the same level in a hierarchy: a horizontal study of verbal ability; a horizontal transfer by an employee. 4. Definiton and

equation for a horizontal line in coordinate geometry. In geometry, a horizontal line is one which runs from left to right
across the page. What if we want to graph this? Explains how functions and their graphs get "close" to horizontal

asymptotes, and shows how to use exponents on the numerators and denominators of rational functions to quickly
and easily determine horizontal asymptotes.

Horizontal and vertical mergers are two strategies your company can use to achieve specific objectives, such as

growing your business, entering new markets, increasing revenue or reducing costs. In this lesson, we will learn about
horizontal lines. Horizontal equity holds that taxpayers who have the same income should pay the same amount in
taxes. An asymptote is a line that...

Extending this to 3D, is there a similar word for the Z axis?. Horizontal Enterprise Portal HEP Definition - A horizontal

enterprise portal (HEP) is a specific type of enterprise portal used to access a variety of. Anvil Crawlers are horizontal,

tree-like, in-cloud lightning discharges whos leader propagation is resolvable to the human eye. Definition: A horizontal
application is any software application that targets a large number of users with different knowledge and skill sets.
Uses worked examples to explain how to find horizontal asymptotes. A business that is structured as a flat or

horizontal organization where power is shared more broadly tends to allow more staff more. Horizontal drilling can
follow a rock layer to maximize penetration distance.
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